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TNER K r e w m a t e  E n t e r t a i n m e n t  H o i s t

Extremely Durable Chain Guide
Heavy cast iron constructions provides improved wear as the chain is 
quietly and smoothly guided into the chain bag. Less friction means minimal 
maintenance and repair. 

Self-Adjusting, Reliable Pull-Rotor Brake
This is the world’s most reliable entertainment hoist brake - it even comes 
with a five-year warranty. Its simple design has no brake coil to fail or 
discs to replace, which keeps this hoist working longer and with less 
maintenance.

Overload Protection With Built-In Friction Clutch
Carbon friction material gives the TNER Krewmate consistent performance 
even in a wide range of temperatures. Our clutch also protects the hoist 
from damage and prevents overwinding.
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4 Non-Drip Grease Packed Gears
For demanding entertainment applications, these maintenance-free, 
grease-packed gears work to provide years of smooth, quiet operation. 

5 Flexible, Soft-Grip Handles
Two ergonomic, easy lift handles give you a comfortable and confident grip 
every time you pack or unpack your motors, making them that much easier 
to travel with. 
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Trusted when the show must go on.
While other show motors are out of commission for brake service or regular repairs, the TNER Krewmate 
entertainment hoist is ready when duty calls. That’s because it’s built using the latest technology, powered 
by innovative design and manufacturing processes, and backed by outstanding customer support when you 
need it.

6 Plug and Play Voltage Changer
Change on the fly between 220V and 440V, saving you valuable time during 
set up and integration. It’s as simple as plug and play. 


